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Copernicus collaborative exchange application

COPERNICUS COLLABORATIVE EXCHANGE APPLICATION
The goal of this scheme is to support individuals or groups with less experience in the
use of satellite data for ocean applications to develop their skills through
partnership/mentoring with a more experienced partner.
Whilst not exclusive,
applications involving European partners and of benefit to activities relating to Copernicus
are more relevant and would be assessed more favourably. Although the major
beneficiary (nominally the less experienced user) should make the application, this is
done in partnership with their nominated host or visitor (nominally the more experienced
partner). This partnering/mentoring approach is not designed to support existing training
efforts by other agencies, or to sponsor companies/agencies to deliver existing training
programmes. Existing training efforts requiring further support should discuss
collaboration directly with the training team.
Please provide the following information attached to an email to
copernicus.training@eumetsat.int with “Copernicus exchange application” in the subject
line:
Current position of applicant (job title and affiliation):
Educational background of applicant (most recent degree and date obtained):
Host/invited visitor (name, job title, and affiliation):
Motivation (please provide details of the work you wish to conduct, the satellite
data you will use, the potential impact of this work, and justify why this particular
exchange is necessary to achieve this) (Maximum 500 words).
Budget (please outline your required budget for this exchange below*):
Location of exchange:
Duration of exchange:
Flight costs:
Accommodation and subsistence costs:
Other:
Please also attach a signed letter of support from your host/invited visitor and a letter
from your institution supporting the exchange. Please note that no applications will be
considered without the relevant letters of support. If you require guidance on potential
hosts, or have any further questions, please contact copernicus.training@eumetsat.int.
*Salary costs will not be covered
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